Scaling and crossover dynamics in the hyperbolic reaction-diffusion equations of initially separated components.
In this paper we investigate the dynamics of front propagation in the family of reactions (nA + mB (k)→ C) with initially segregated reactants in one dimension using hyperbolic reaction-diffusion equations with the mean-field approximation for the reaction rate. This leads to different dynamics than those predicted by their parabolic counterpart. Using perturbation techniques, we focus on the initial and intermediate temporal behavior of the center and width of the front and derive the different time scaling exponents. While the solution of the parabolic system yields a short time scaling as t(1/2) for the front center, width, and global reaction rate, the hyperbolic system exhibits linear scaling for those quantities. Moreover, those scaling laws are shown to be independent of the stoichiometric coefficients n and m. The perturbation results are compared with the full numerical solutions of the hyperbolic equations. The crossover time at which the hyperbolic regime crosses over to the parabolic regime is also studied. Conditions for static and moving fronts are also derived and numerically validated.